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ABSTRACT

Large Language Models (LLMs) have demonstrated impressive performance on
several benchmarks. However, traditional studies do not provide formal guaran-
tees on the performance of LLMs. In this work, we propose a novel certification
framework for LLM, QuaCer-C1, wherein we formally certify the knowledge-
comprehension capabilities of popular LLMs. Our certificates are quantitative
— they consist of high-confidence, tight bounds on the probability that the tar-
get LLM gives the correct answer on any relevant knowledge comprehension
prompt. We certify popular LLMs to give provable and generalizable bounds on
their knowledge comprehension capabilities on the Wikidata knowledge graph.

1 INTRODUCTION

Large Language Models (LLMs) have demonstrated human-level performance for several real-world
downstream tasks (Yang et al., 2023; Liang et al., 2023; Bommasani et al., 2022). An important use
case for LLMs is knowledge comprehension (Lazaridou et al., 2022; Khattab et al., 2023), that is,
they are often used to summarize long texts, respond to user queries based on the context, and serve
as adaptive task decomposers for reasoning-based retrieval augmented generation tasks (Yao et al.,
2023). Large context windows of millions of tokens in models like Gemini v1.5 (Gemini Team,
2024) reduce reliance on large knowledge corpora of RAG systems and parametric knowledge held
by LLMs. Users increasingly provide extensive references during inference to guide responses. This
makes analyzing the knowledge-comprehension and reasoning capabilities of popular LLMs crucial.

There have been several studies to benchmark the performance of LLMs for knowledge compre-
hension using multihop question-answering datasets (Liang et al., 2023; Chen et al., 2021; Yang
et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2023; Trivedi et al., 2022; Tang & Yang, 2024). These datasets consist
of questions that require several reasoning steps to obtain the correct answer. Thus, benchmark-
ing knowledge comprehension involves analyzing whether the target LLM can combine multiple
pieces of information in meaningful ways and reason its way to the correct answer in the prompt,
without deviating or hallucinating. However, prior studies lack a formal analysis of the knowledge-
comprehension capability of the LLM. While they can inform us of the high-level trends in the
performance of popular LLMs, they do not guarantee the risk involved in using a given LLM
for knowledge comprehension tasks. Such guarantees are crucial when deploying LLMs in large-
scale knowledge-comprehension tasks in critical domains such as medicine or finance, as they can
give more confidence about the trustworthiness of LLMs before deployment. Our work aims to
bridge this gap by introducing a novel formal certification method, QuaCer-C, for obtaining certi-
fied bounds on the knowledge comprehension capability of LLMs.

Key challenges. We face the following challenges when developing a formal certification frame-
work for LLMs. (1) We need formal expressions capturing the knowledge comprehension property,
amenable to certification. Such expressions should capture the diverse prompts for the property that
the LLM should correctly answer. (2) Giving provable guarantees on LLMs is a hard, open problem,
due to the high number of parameters of the models, for which the traditional certifiers (Singh et al.,
2019; Shi et al., 2020; Bonaert et al., 2021) would lose significant precision leading to inconclusive
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analysis. Moreover, failure examples where the desirable property does not hold are fairly easy
to construct for popular LLMs by appropriate prompt tuning (Xu et al., 2024; Vega et al., 2023),
making binary certificates that indicate whether an LLM satisfies a specification pointless. The
number of prompts over which we desire the target LLMs to correctly reason is also large, making
enumeration-based benchmarking intractable to generate any formal guarantees.

Our approach. We first conceptualize the knowledge comprehension property as a novel formal
specification using a knowledge graph. We develop quantitative properties to obtain measures for the
knowledge-comprehension capability of the target LLM. We then propose a model-agnostic, black-
box quantitative certification approach, QuaCer-C, which circumvents the issues that traditional ap-
proaches have with the number of parameters in LLMs and can even work for closed-source LLMs.
QuaCer-C generates high-confidence bounds on the quantitative property using queries leveraging
confidence intervals (Clopper & Pearson, 1934). While formal analysis has been conducted on
the individual generations of LLMs in prior work (Quach et al., 2024), there is no analysis for the
average-case risk of LLMs in knowledge comprehension, over large, real-world knowledge graphs.
Our certificates contain provable bounds on the probability of getting correct responses for a large
number of knowledge comprehension tasks defined as specifications over knowledge graphs.

Contributions. We make the following contributions:

1. We specify the knowledge comprehension property desirable from the LLM responses
as a formal expression. Our specifications use popular knowledge graphs such as Wiki-
data5m (Wang et al., 2021) that are augmented with supporting information about each of
their entities. The specifications represent a large set of knowledge comprehension prompts
with their respective correct answers, expected from any target LLM.

2. We model certification in a target LLM as a probability estimation problem and lever-
age Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals to generate provable, high-confidence bounds
on the quantitative property of interest. Our implementation and data are open-sourced at
https://github.com/uiuc-focal-lab/QuaCer-C.

3. We generate the proposed certificates for the popular LLMs: Llama 7B and 13B, Vicuna 7B
and 13B, Mistral-7B, and Gemini-Pro. We observe that as the number of model parameters
increases, the knowledge comprehension capability of the LLM improves. On comparing
the different model classes, we see Gemini performing significantly better than others.

Our work is the first step towards providing guarantees on the knowledge comprehension and rea-
soning capabilities of LLMs, to ameliorate the caution needed when using LLMs (Shanahan, 2023)
in a systematic way. We anticipate it to go a long way in making LLMs faithful to traditional notions
of reasoning, and hence more trustworthy for deployment in critical domains.

2 CERTIFYING KNOWLEDGE COMPREHENSION

Consider an LLM L : χ → Y that takes prompts p ∈ χ as input and generates responses r ∈ Y ,
where χ and Y are sets of all possible prompts to the LLM and the responses generated by it,
respectively. We formally assess L for its capability to comprehend knowledge given in its prompt
and answer a multi-hop query involving multiple reasoning steps based on the given knowledge in
the prompt. We define the knowledge comprehension property of LLMs next.

2.1 FORMAL SPECIFICATION

The property is defined over a knowledge graph G = (V, E) having nodes V that correspond to
distinct entities (e.g., name of a country) that are augmented with textual information about them
and directed edges E between pairs of nodes that are labeled by the relation between the nodes. There
can be multiple names aka aliases to identify each entity and each label for edges. An example of
such a knowledge graph is Wikidata5m (Wang et al., 2021) which consists of nodes for entities
having Wikipedia pages, along with the abstracts from the respective pages. Two nodes (v1, v2) are
connected by a labeled edge if there is a link in the supporting document for v1 to that for v2.

Definition 2.1. (Path in a Knowledge Graph). A path Π = [v1, v2 . . . , vl] is an ordered collection of
nodes in a given knowledge graph G, where l > 1, such that ∀i ∈ [l− 1]. vi ∈ V and (vi, vi+1) ∈ E .
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Figure 1: Overview of QuaCer-C. (a) A knowledge graph G pivoted on some node, in this case on
’Paul Sophus Epstein’. (b) A randomly chosen path originating at the pivot node from the various
possibilities in G. (c) A prompt created by our prompt constructor using the selected path and context
from the Wikidata5m corpus of the entities (nodes) involved, along with a distractor context and the
final query. (d) The target LLM’s output to the prompt, validated using the response checker. (e)
Certifier obtains bounds on the probability of correct response and we iterate till the range of the
bounds falls below a threshold. (f) The final bounds contained in the certificate.

Next, we describe two primitive functions — prompt constructor and response checker — with
which we specify the knowledge comprehension property. Let ΠG denote all paths in G, a prompt
constructor QG takes a path (Definition 2.1) Π ∈ ΠG of finite but arbitrary length as input, and
randomly generates a query-based prompt and the correct answer. Each prompt produced from a
given path is a concatenation of some textual information about nodes and a query. The textual
information consists of randomly organized supporting context for all the nodes in Π and other
randomly selected distractor texts from nodes not in the path. The query in the prompt is on the
entity corresponding to the tail of Π and it describes the rest of the path. The correct answer to the
prompt is an alias of the tail of Π. The specific prompt constructor function is user-defined and can
determine the difficulty level of the prompts with which the target LLM L is certified. A stochastic
prompt constructor enables us to develop a general specification that takes into account the effect of
common aliases and different ordering of information in the prompt on L’s response. A response
checker CL(p, r) is a boolean function that evaluates to true if L’s response for prompt p matches
any of the aliases of the given node r.

Our knowledge comprehension property requires that the target LLM L correctly answers queries
contained in the prompts generated by the prompt constructor QG on all paths in ΠG , as identified
by the response checker C. We reformulate the property to make it quantitative by measuring the
probability that the target LLM L correctly answers the query in a prompt over a randomly selected
path from ΠG (Eq. 1), where Dist(ΠG) is a user-defined probability distribution over all the paths
Π ∈ ΠG . A higher probability value indicates better knowledge comprehension capability of L.

PrΠ∼Dist(ΠG)CL(QG(Π)) = T (1)

From a practical standpoint, longer paths can become semantically meaningless, and thus shorter
path lengths are considered in popular multi-hop question-answering datasets such as (Yang et al.,
2018; Chen et al., 2021; Trivedi et al., 2022). Thus, we upper-bound the lengths of paths certified,
which we define as the number of nodes in the path, by a hyperparameter ρ. Let ΠG,ρ ⊆ ΠG denote
all the paths, where each path has a maximum length ρ. Therefore, our knowledge comprehension
property becomes Eq. 2 for any given maximum path length ρ.

PrΠ∼Dist(ΠG,ρ)CL(QG(Π)) = T (2)
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Global certification over the entire G involves a large number of queries and may not scale for real-
world graphs having millions of nodes. Hence, we scope the probabilistic property for L (Eq. 2)
into a local subgraph level property, wherein each subgraph G(v) is defined by a randomly selected
pivot node v and consists of all paths Πv originating from v having maximum length of ρ. Hence,
the local probabilistic property becomes Eq. 3.

PrΠ∼Dist(Πv)CL(QG(Π)) = T (3)

2.2 CERTIFICATION METHOD

Figure 1 gives an overview of our certification framework, QuaCer-C. QuaCer-C certifies the target
LLM L by computing an interval [pl, pu] containing the value of the property (Eq. 3) for a given
pivot node v, prompt constructorQG , response checker C, and distribution Dist(Πv) of paths in the
subgraph of interest. We want tight intervals, i.e., a low value of pu − pl, for precise certification.
For reliability, we construct intervals that bound the value of interest with high confidence. We
determine bounds with higher confidence than the user-specified confidence level 1−δ, where δ is a
small positive constant, using the Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals (Clopper & Pearson, 1934;
Brown et al., 2001; Kurz et al., 2014; Collins, 2010) based on samples of L’s responses. The bounds
obtained are conservative, i.e., they are lower and upper bounds for the target property’s value p with
a confidence of at least 1− δ.

Pr[pl ≤ p ≤ pu] ≥ 1− δ (4)

We model the value p of the property in 3 as the probability of setting the underlying boolean
random variable R = CL(QG(Π)) to true (success). We model R as a Bernoulli random variable
with an unknown, constant probability of success, denoted by p. This assumption is based on the
expectation that specifications, as defined on local subgraphs, will capture similar queries that elicit
similar responses from L and, consequently, a consistent probability of success across different
sampled prompts. To compute high-confidence tight bounds on p, we make n random observations
ofR, out of which we obtain k ≤ n successes. With the n observations and 1−δ confidence, we use
the Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals to bound p with upper and lower bound pu, pl respectively.
We make an adaptive number of observations n till the range between the bounds pu−pl falls below
a prespecified threshold α, which should be small for precise certificates. However, n increases on
decreasing α, therefore α can be tuned according to the certification budget and desired precision.

3 EXPERIMENTS

We generate the proposed certificate for popular LLMs and derive insights into their knowledge
comprehension capability when compared with each other.

Experimental setup. We certify the 7B and 13B parameter Llama-2-chat models (Touvron et al.,
2023) that have been instruction-tuned and safety-aligned, Vicuna 7B,13B v1.5 (16k context win-
dow size) (Chiang et al., 2023), Mistral 7B-Instruct-v0.2 (Jiang et al., 2023), and Gemini-Pro mod-
els. We use Wikidata5m (Wang et al., 2021) as our base knowledge graph after preprocessing (check
Appendix B for details) from which we develop a test set of 50 specifications, each pivoted at a ran-
domly selected node in Wikidata5m having a high number of possible paths, making enumerative
certification (where all possibilities are tested for satisfaction of the specification, similar to tradi-
tional benchmarking) impractical. We select the largest maximum path length parameter ρ = 5,
which could still form a sensible query. A path is sampled from our distribution over all paths in
a subgraph by first uniformly randomly selecting a path length from [1, ρ] and then uniformly ran-
domly selecting a path having the chosen path length. We detail our prompt constructor prepended
with the path sampler from the distribution of paths in a subgraph in Appendix A.1. We evaluate
the responses of LLMs using string matching and another LLM (Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.2) as our
response checker function. The detailed design and evaluation of our response checker is presented
in Appendix A.2. QuaCer-C generates certificates with confidence 1− δ = 95% and certify till the
range of the bounds falls below a threshold α = 0.1. We also keep a maximum cap on the number
of samples, which we fix as 500 samples, and report the bounds obtained if the threshold is reached.
We conduct our experiments on 4 A100 GPUs hosting the open-source LLMs.

Certificates. QuaCer-C generates certificates providing tight, high-confidence lower and upper
bounds on the probability of a correct LLM response to a random prompt obtained from the prompt
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constructor applied on a given subgraph. We report the average value of the lower and upper bounds,
over the test set of properties that QuaCer-C certifies for each LLM, in Table 1. We also report the
average empirical probability (the ratio of correct responses to the total number of prompts, n, for
each certificate), averaged over the test set.

We also study the robustness of the target LLMs in correctly answering random queries generated
by just perturbing the aliases in a query corresponding to a path. The average alias robustness over
all the paths considered in the certificates is (60± 5)% for each target model.

Table 1: Certification results for different LLMs
Model Avg. lower bound Avg. upper bound Avg. empirical value

Vicuna-7b-v1.5-16k 0.57± 0.08 0.67± 0.08 0.62± 0.08
Llama-7b-chat 0.61± 0.07 0.71± 0.07 0.66± 0.07
Vicuna-13b-v1.5-16k 0.63± 0.08 0.73± 0.08 0.68± 0.08
Llama-13b-chat 0.69± 0.06 0.79± 0.06 0.74± 0.07
Mistral-7b-Instruct-v0.2 0.64± 0.07 0.74± 0.07 0.69± 0.07
Gemini-Pro 0.75± 0.11 0.84± 0.11 0.80± 0.11

Discussion. The certificates provide provable bounds on the knowledge comprehension capability
of a target LLM in an average case. QuaCer-C’s certification results indicate an improvement in the
knowledge comprehension capability as the number of parameters increases. This is evident for both
the Llama and Vicuna models with their average values of the bounds and also for Gemini, which is
the largest model certified overall. Across model classes, we observe that Mistral performs the best
among the 7B parameter models, similar to the observation in previous benchmarks (Jiang et al.,
2023; Beeching et al., 2023). The particular advantage of our certification method is highlighted
in the results of Gemini-Pro (Gemini Team, 2024), wherein the range of certification bounds ob-
tained with 95% confidence is entirely higher than those of other models, indicating that Gemini’s
worst performance in terms of knowledge comprehension will on average be better than the best
performance of the other models, making it more reliable for high-risk situations.
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A CERTIFICATION FRAMEWORK COMPONENTS

A.1 PROMPT CONSTRUCTOR

We use a prompt constructor designed to generate queries that facilitate a large language model’s
(LLM) navigation through a knowledge graph. The navigation process adheres to the constraint, ρ
which we will refer to as k in this section, that limits the maximum number of inferential steps the
LLM can take in its reasoning path. Our approach emphasizes explicit multi-hop reasoning while
operating within the specified step count.

Algorithm 1 outlines the construction process. The input for the algorithm in the query path we
get from employing the PathGeneration detailed in Algorithm 2. This path is then transformed
into a guiding query by the QueryGenerationPath function 3 that guides the LLM’s reasoning.
To provide essential context, the FormContext function gathers relevant Wikidata5m entries for
all entities in the path and includes a distractor context to enhance task complexity. Additionally,
during prompt generation, aliases for relations and entity in question are chosen at random using
the GetAlias function. In order to support alias substitution and provide relevant information, the
alias information for the target entity is added to the query context. The GetAlias function returns
a randomly chosen alias(alternative name) for an input using the data from the wikidata5m dataset
which is the basis of the knowledge graph we are using.

This procedure of prompt construction emphasizes traversing a graph within a constrained step count
to construct a query.

Algorithm 1 Random Prompt Generation
1: Input: query path
2: Output: Query
3: query, entity alias← QueryGenerationPath(query path, ””)
4: context← FormContext(query path)
5: context← context + query path[0] + ”is also known as ” entity alias
6: prompt← ”Given Context {0}, answer {1}”.format(context, query)
7: return prompt

The path generation algorithm is outlined in 2. The algorithm commences by using the source node
on which the subgraph is pivoted and subsequently chooses a random value (k choice) between 1
and k, inclusive. This value dictates the length of the reasoning path. Next, a depth-first search
generates a path of length k choice from the source node.

Algorithm 2 PathGeneration
1: Input: Graph G, Integer k, Vertex source
2: Output: query path
3: Initialize path to empty
4: k choice← RandomChoice([1, 2, ..., k])
5: query path← DepthFirstSearch(G, source, k choice)
6: return query path
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QUERYGENERATIONPATH

Algorithm 3 QueryGenerationPath
Require: path, cur query

if cur query is empty then
cur query ← “What is ”

return QueryGeneratePath(path, cur query)
else if length(path) == 1 then
entity alias← GetAlias(path[0])
cur query ← cur query + entity alias

return (cur query, entityalias)
else
new query ← cur query + “the ”+ GetAlias(relation(path[-2], path[-1])) + “ of ”

return QueryGeneratePath(path[: −2], new query)
end if

The function initializes the query if cur query is empty. If the path contains only a single node, that
node is appended to the query. Otherwise, the function appends the descriptive relation between the
last two vertices of the path to the current query and continues recursively with the remaining path.

EXAMPLE

Consider the following scenario within a graph: a path from Chandler Bing to Matthew Perry, then
to 19 August 1969, with the relationships between Chandler Bing and Matthew Perry defined as
”Actor” and between Matthew Perry and 19 August 1969 as ”Birth Date.” The algorithm would
construct the query: ”What is the birth date of the actor of Chandler Bing?” This query guides the
LLM to reason through the defined relationships, demonstrating the algorithm’s practical applica-
tion.

A.2 RESPONSE CHECKER FUNCTION

To ensure the correctness of answers generated by a language model (LLM A), we employ a two-
step validation process.

Step 1: Alias Validation (String Matching)

Firstly, we leverage the Wikidata5m dataset to compile a comprehensive list of aliases associated
with the answer entity. If any of these aliases are found within LLM A’s response, the answer is
directly approved else, we move to step 2.

Step 2: Evaluation with LLM Checker

Secondly, if no aliases match, we engage a separate language model (LLM Checker) to validate
LLM A’s output.

A.2.1 EVALUATION WITH LLM CHECKER

LLM Checker’s verification process employs a dedicated checker function that takes in three inputs:

• The original query: Helps LLM Checker understand the question.
• The correct answer: Serves as the ground truth.
• LLM A’s generated answer: The response to be assessed.

We format the evaluation task for LLM Checker as a question-answering problem. This allows
LLM Checker to leverage its language comprehension and parametric knowledge to determine the
alignment between LLM A’s answer and the ground truth.
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We provide LLM Checker with the following context for evaluation.

• ”You are a helpful assistant. Your task is to assess inputs comprising a question, its correct
answer, and an answer provided by a model. You should affirm with ’yes’ if the model’s
answer is semantically equivalent to the correct answer, or ’no’ if it is not.”

Additionally, to ensure deterministic results we set the temperature of LLM Checker to be 0.

Prompt Structure The assessment prompt provided to LLM Checker follows this template:

”Question: {query} Ground Truth: {correct answer}. Model Answer: {LLM A answer}.”
For practical implementation, we use a Mistral-7B-Instruct-v0.2 as the checker LLM.

This method is useful because this allows better evaluation of correct answers in various forms such
as synonyms. An example where this is useful is for the following: ’question’: ’Which of the
following best describes the structure that collects urine in the body?’, ’correct answer’: ’Bladder’,
model answer: ’Urinary Bladder’.

LLM Checker Function Evaluation We validate the checker function’s efficacy using 1000 sam-
ples from the MMLU (Hendrycks et al., 2021) dataset, divided equally between perturbed correct
answers and incorrect answers. Perturbed answers are the same as the correct answers but not ver-
batim. To generate perturbed answers, we separately use the Gemini Pro model API to generate
perturbed answers for question-answer pairs when possible. To do so, we give the model, the ques-
tion, the correct answer, and the other options from the MMLU dataset. The model may or may not
decide to perturb the answer. Additionally, to generate a wrong answer dataset, we simply use other
options from the MMLU dataset that are not the correct answer for the given question. The accuracy
of the Mistral 7b Instruct v2 with default settings is 85% when we set the temperature to 0.

B PREPROCESSING THE WIKIDATA5M KNOWLEDGE GRAPH

To ensure the generation of unambiguous queries and support the certification process, we prepro-
cess the wikidata5m dataset.

1. Relation Filtering: We remove relations such as ’instance of’, ’subclass of’, and ’part of’
due to their inherent potential for ambiguity in query formulation.

2. Unique Relation Enforcement: We retain only relations that establish a unique connection
from a given entity. This means any relations where an entity might connect to multiple
other entities (e.g., a ’parent of’ relation) are disregarded. This filtering step is crucial for
longer multi-hop queries, preventing scenarios where different paths might have conflicting
properties.

3. Reciprocal Support Verification: We establish a requirement for reciprocal support
within the descriptive text associated with entities. If entity A has a relation to entity B,
either entity B’s supporting text must mention entity A or vice versa. Relations failing this
check are discarded, ensuring that the context provided by the prompt generator will likely
contain sufficient information to resolve the query.

4. Unicode Conversion: For consistency within our experiments, we convert all text contain-
ing Unicode characters into their respective ASCII approximations.

Rationale: These preprocessing steps promote the generation of clear, well-defined queries while
supporting the integrity of the certification framework.
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